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Why choose Amberline Windows?

You will be amazed to find out that a ALL the windows from Amberline
are the most equipped windows currently available on the window
market. Choosing Amberline Windows means choosing the Highest
Quality, Security, Energy Saving and Innovation.

Highest Quality

Only components manufactured by reputable companies are used. We offer
solutions thatmeet the highest requirements and expectations of our customers.
Please look for the CE symbol on our products. Amberline received the
Q-Zert Certificate which means that it meets the strict quality and security
Rosenheim IFT Institute standards, which also comply with the new
European Union standards.

Security

Aluminium handle with Secustik® handles feature is an integrated basic
security for your protection. When the handle is turned to various positions,
a blocking mechanism engages itself with a precise audible click, thereby
impeding movement of the handle from outside.
The Anti-pry latches fixed into the steel reinforced casing prevent force-
opening the window using a crowbar, which means the burglar will not be
able to pull the window wing out of the window frame.

Energy Saving

A so-called 'warm edge' SWISSPACER used in Amberline windows is
a thermally optimised spacer bar made from a highly insulating composite
plastic. It guarantees leak tightness for the filling gases and completely
eliminates condensation at the edge of the glass. Now you can embellish
your windows even more, as SWISSPACER comes in many different colours.
All Amberline windows have position for micro gap, which loosens the seal
by introducing an additional position of the wing, blocked by the fixture.
This provides home ventilation and eliminates cold bridges, which occur in
windows with trickle vents. Another thing which eliminates cold bridges
are thermal brakes fitted between internal and external window sills.

Innovation

We apply new designs and technologies and take satisfaction in achieving
great results. Efficiency and quality are the results of our technologically
advanced manufacturing processes. Our showrooms are equipped with the
newest IT technology and our internet based order tracking system enables
our customers to follow their orders all the way through the process. Amberline
uses continuous laser-cut steel for reinforcing windows and is one of the very
few manufacturers who makes double-wing windows without the mullion
(the pole in the middle of the window) and who reinforces the mobile
mullion with steel. Amberline is also a pioneer in laminating PVC frames
with veneers. Apart from being visually pleasing, these veneers are rub-off
and weather resistant.

efectline



swingline



Swingline – semi-flush profile

Swingline – stepped profile

Windows in the Swingline system
with muntins – Vienna bars

Muntins are a feature from the Victorian and Georgian
periods. Vienna bars are a great solution for those who
prefer traditional look, but want to have modern windows.
Vienna bars give the look of a real window bars without
having separate glass units and affecting any of the usual
static load.

This interesting window design gives the building
a spectacular look. Window profiles in the Swingline
system have rounded edges and there are two profile
alignments to choose from: stepped and semi-flush.



ethos

Windows in the Ethos system with decorative
capitals and stripss

For renovation we use decorative capitals, ornamental cornices and strips
which fixed onto the windows give old buildings a fresh look while
preserving their original style. These elaborate window details will give
the look of the finest workmanship. That is why Amberline windows are
perfect for Listed Buildings.

Amberline takes care of monuments

The decorative window trimmings delight with their shape, effectively styling
the window. To preserve the architectural style, with conservation works
regarding buildings which are protected monuments, decorative pommels,
ornamental cornices and original historical strips are used.



Low emission glass

Thin low emission surface transmits the light and solar energy to the inside
of the building and at the same time prevents the heat escaping from
your home. The noble gas between the window panes decreases heat loss.

Warm distance edge SWISSPACER

Completely eliminates condensation at the edge of the glass. This is possible
thanks to a slightly higher and balanced temperature in the void between
the window panes. Available in many different colours.

Tempered glass

Prevents unwanted entry and limits the danger of shattering glass. It eliminates
the need for security bars or roller shutters. This type of glass reduces the
outside noise and protects the interior from harmful UV radiation. It is also
used in the construction of glass roofs, floors, fish tanks, skylights and banisters.

Acoustic glass

Glass asymmetry and attenuating gases between the panes are used to reduce
the outside noise. Depending on the pane construction, glass compound
Rw can range from 30 to 53 dB.

Solar control glass

In hot climates, solar control glass can be used to minimise solar heat
gain and help control glare. In temperate regions, it can be used to balance
solar control with high levels of natural light. Solar control glass can
be specified for any situation where excessive solar heat gain is likely
to be an issue, e.g. large façades, glass walkways, atria and conservatories.
We offer a range of performance options: absorptive – tinted glass (Antisol,
Parsol) and reflective – with a layer of metal oxides (Stopsol, Antelio).
Colours available: brown, grey, green and blue.

Selective glass
The windows of mirrored office towers block much of the sun's heat, but
also much of the light and views. Selective glazing allows more visible light
to penetrate. Coated with metal oxides for proper light reflection, control
of insulation and reduction of light transmission. It regulates the amount
of solar energy, prevents excessive bright light and helps reducing
greenhouse effect.

Ornamental glass
This glass has reduced transparency because of the ornamental surface.
It is opaque and translucent at the same time.

Altdeutsch

Waterdrop

Chinchilla

Niagara

Delta mat

Crepi

Excellent views into the future

Glass is a very important element of the window construction.

Master Carre

Tarassa

NEW



…beauty is said to be a relative concept, yet a single glance is all it takes
to become aware of the undeniable allure of shapes, colours... this is why
we have created ETHOSONIUM.

ethosonium

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY

AT AMBERLINE



Unique profile – Ethosonium

Ethosonium is a unique window system, which was designed with our
customers in mind and is available exclusively at Amberline. It was inspired
by the beauty of amber, which can be found on the coast of Baltic Sea, not
far away from our factory in Kolobrzeg.

Ethosonium's distinctive features are: multi-chamber window profile,
semi-flushed window wing and rounded edges of the frame. You will be
surprised to see how realistic a faux wood veneer with wood grain texture
looks on these frames. The window frames can also be made in any colour
chosen from the RAL Palette.

Award for the best
Internet website in the
Pomeranian Province.

www.amberline.eu



Alphaline System Windows for Passive Houses

Passive Houses (vacuum flask houses) are not only a new trend in the building
industry. Resolution of the European Parliament (2008) called for Passive
House Standard implementation by all member states by 2011.

Passive houses require advanced windows technology. These windows combine
triple-pane glazing with gas filled inter-pane voids (noble gas such as krypton).
Window frames are internally divided into chambers and insulated.

Frame together with glazing in Alphaline system achieves U-value of
0.8 W/m2K. Using Alphaline windows will help minimising heat losses
and reduce heating costs.



alphaline

Prestiż

Poznan International Fair – Gold Medal
for AMBERTERM window

In 2009 our AMBERTERM window received a prestigious
award – Gold Medal at the Poznan International Fair.
This innovative window consists of profiles dedicated
for Low Energy Houses with a heat transfer coefficient
of U= 1.0 W/m2K and triple glazing (voids filled with
krypton) with U= 0.4 W/m2K. These two values combined
gave a fantastic overall U-value of only U= 0.7 W/m2K.
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ßoat glass with thermal
insulating magnetronic coating

ßoat glass ßoat glass with thermal
insulating magnetronic coating

shortwave solar radiation 
(heat gain in the wintertime)

molecular sieve
(moisture absorber)

distance frame
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softline 82
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By creating SOFTLINE82 (82 mm – thickness of the frame), VEKA has laid
the foundations for a truly innovative window profile. Warranting full compliance
with today’s standards, our product developers took special care to make this
a highly versatile and upgradeable line, thus ensuring compatibility with the
innovations of tomorrow.

The highest quality and performance are guaranteed by the SP Technical Research
Institute of Sweden, which awarded Softline82 system with P-MARK Certificate.

The system uses double-chamber
packets with additional internal seals.

NEW



-30%

wall/window

basement

-25%

-45%

roof

Yearly heat losses in a single-detached dwelling.

New Energy-saving Windows

AMBERTERM in it’s latest edition is based
on the Softline82 MD system. The window is
reinforced with THERMO-STAHL and the profile
is filled with polyurethane foam, which creates
a quasi-homogeneous system. U-value for the frame
has been significantly reduced and now equals
Uf= 0.9 W/m2K and the linear penetration rate
ψ= 0.029 W/mK.

AMBERTERM is a 3-chamber PVC profile with
U-value for glass Ug=0.3 W/m2K and SWISSPACER
V thermal spacer bar. The two voids between
triple-pane glazing are filled with Krypton gas.

The first tests confirm that for a construction of
1.23 m x 1.48 m the U-value for the entire window is

Uw=0,58 [W/m2K]

Our houses lose up to 45% of the heating energy
per year.

AMBERLINE's innovative profiles: Alphaline,
Softline82 (PCV) and MB86 (ALU) prevent heat
loss and specially selected glass increases solar
energy absorption.

Amberline windows in Alphaline
and Softline82 systems mean a positive
energy balance for your house

In a very well insulated house equipped with
mechanical ventilation with a recuperator the gains
of heat due to the use of energy efficient windows
may amount to as much as half of the energy needed
for the heating of the house.

REVOLUTIONARY ON THE LOW-E
WINDOW MARkET!



perfectline

Amberline Windows in Perfectline system are the
most equipped windows on the market beginning
with a standard version:

- aluminium handle with Secustik® feature
- invalid handle position safety lock
- micro-gap for ventilation
- tilt adjustment
- two antileverage points
- SWISSPACER thermal spacer bar

Perfectline

Efectline

Perfectline and Efectline 70 mm

Perfectline and Efectline are window systems with 5-chamber window
profiles and both have similar structure. Efectline is available in white
colour only and has extruded EPDM gaskets.

Perfectline is available in a full VEKA veneer range and can be made
in any colour chosen from the RAL Palette.



Window shutters

Window shutters protect your house from sun,
cold, wind and noise and provides privacy.
They will make any building elevation look unique.

Our window shutters come with fixed or operable
louvres, which allow the adjustment of sunlight
intensity.

World of colours

A variety of window systems and new technologies
of colour application became an inspiration to the designers.
PVC windows are the right choice for several reasons.
They are weather resistant, they protect against heat loss
and noise. The smooth surface is easy to clean. They meet
all the ecological criteria and are environmentally friendly.
The colour veneers are rub-off and weather resistant.

2052.089 – st.
marsh oak

49237 – spec.
siena nocce

2065.021 – st.
mahogany

49233 – spec.
siena rosso

2178.007 – st.
wallnut

49240 – st.
winchester

2178.001 – st.
golden oak

3435.003 – spec.
rustic oak

3118.078 – spec.
Light oak

30069.041 – spec.
mountain pine

3152.009 – spec.
shaded Douglas fir

3069.037 – spec.
Douglas fir



Utilising new technology aluminium windows are now
more thermo efficient than ever before.

Aluminium windows are lightweight, durable and corrosion proof.
For internal constructions we offer 'cold' aluminium, which has
no thermal break.
Warm' aluminium profiles have a built-in thermal break. They can
be used in both residential and commercial dwellings designed with
large glazing surfaces, where preventing heat from escaping is desired.
Our most popular aluminium systems are MB 60 and MB 70 in Aluprof
and Imperial Aliplast.

Aluprof MB 60 Aluprof MB 70 Imperial Aliplast

We are authorized
for the production
of doors and windows
fireproof in the MB 78 El.



Aluminium curtain wall in Amberline headquarters building
(MB-SR50N EFEKT).

The aluminium entrance doors available in the broad colours range
RAL with modern door laps by ADECO are worth recommending.
The smooth surfaces are easy to be kept clean.

Europe’s most modern door

Beautiful and unique entrances to houses, offices and flats are
provided with the most modern door in Europe. The characteristics
are delightful design, style and colour – with a choice of GFK,
aluminum, modern, classical and traditional panels. Solid bolts
and durable hinges guarantee your safety and security.
Functionality is ensured by handles, letterboxes and peepholes.

COMPACT LINGA GLAZED LIGNA COMPACTMETRIS
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Energy-saving aluminium windows

MB-W86 AERO

is the one-of-a-kind system of aluminium
windows, in which Aerogel was used
- an ultra modern material of excellent
thermal insulation properties, which allows
for the construction of energy-saving
aluminium windows.

Uƒ start from 0,5 W/m2K



WINDOW FITTINGS

Winkhaus

TheWinkhaus Pilot system
is the basic system of Tilt
and Turn window fittings.
The system enables the use
of many elements that improve
practicality and ease of use
of the window. It is possible
to add them even after many
years of use.

Handle-Turn Lock with Lift

The Handle-Turn Lock with
Lift ensures the movement
of the window wing
is smooth from the opening
to the closing position.
This is highly recommended
for large windows.

activPilot Comfort PADk

This fitting is a new product
on the market. Its additional
feature enables distancing
off the window wing from
the frame. When you turn
the handle up to the vertical
position, it makes a 6 mm
gap between the window
frame and the wing. It allows
for ventilation while keeping
the window bolted.

Spindle

We call it a mushroom.
It is a special spindle that bolts
the window wing. This system,
along with steel catches fixed
into the window frame,
is a called security point.
The more security points, the
less probability of breaking in.

Micro Ventilation
and Gradual Tilting

Ventilation is possible with turning
the handle to 45 or 135 degrees.
A 3mmgap between the window
frame andwing enables ventilation.
The wing remains in that
position thanks to the unbolting
catch. Gradual tilting is possible
thanks to the MSL mechanism.
Instead of only one position,
you are able to choose between
five to seven positions depending
on the weather conditions.
The MSL mechanism allows
the ventilation to be adjusted.

Limited Opening
of the Window

The limit is 90 degrees.
It protects the window bay
from inclement weather.
A special brake holds the
window in the desired position.

Pilot System

This mechanism helps
keeping the window wing
in the right position at all times.
It prevents window wing
to tilt while being opened
and also prevents the wing
from falling out
of the upper hinge.

Patio Latch

The patio latch prevents the
opened door from hitting into
the casing while the balcony
is being used. When you go out
on the balcony, you close the
door by pulling the special
handle – the catch holds the
casement in the casing. The doors
can be opened again with slight
pressure applied from outside.

Aesthetics

To make the aesthetics complete
it is worth masking the hinges
with covers in matching colour.
Winkhaus standard colours
include: white, brown, silver,
steel, retro-gold and brass.
Any RAL colour is available
upon special order.

Manual Adjustment of Roller
Winter – Summer

Differences in temperature
can cause the window material
to fluctuate in size. That is why
it is necessary to adjust the
window to the casing.
Winkhaus fittings provide the
bolt rollers with the clamp
adjustment option. This allows
for adjustment of the clamp
in different seasons of the year.

NEW

NEW



Amberline – the highest quality in construction

An independent institution monitoring the market under
the patronage of the Ministry of Construction has awarded
Amberline for the highest quality in windows manufacturing
based on the newest technologies, highly qualified staff and
consistent implementation of the enterprise management policy.

European Q-Zert Quality Certificate

In order to ensure the best quality of our doors and windows,
Q-Zert certification was awarded by the IFT Rosenheim Institute
in Germany. Window and door carpentry is manufactured according
to the new European standard EN 14351-1: 2006.

Technology of varnishing PVC profiles

Veneer profiles imitating genuine wood are popular and have
become relatively common. Thanks to new varnishing technology
we are able to produce windows in all colours from the RAL palette.
It opens new possibilities in designing elevations and interiors.

SECUSTIk® – a new technology patented by Hoppe

A patented blocking mechanism in the Secustik® handle impedes
tampering of the window handle from outside. It’s the clearly
audible precision clicking, similar to that of a safe-lock, when
the handle is turned, that tells you of the security function.
The clicking, therefore, is the audible reminder of increased
security, giving you the feeling of being increasingly safe at home.
Find out more about how the Secustik® handle works
and the typical precision sound it makes. Then you can choose
one which suits your own personal interior design.

white brown silver F1 titanium F9 antique gold F4

AVAILABLE COLOURS

R



Amberline Sp. z o.o.
ul. Krzysztofa Kolumba 20
78-100 Kołobrzeg

POLAND
tel. +48 94 355 18 20
fax +48 94 355 18 21

www.amberline.eu
info@amberline.eu
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